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ARLEE TEACHER IS APPOINTED TO ESOL INSTITUTE

Mrs. Anita Brown, an Arlee elementary teacher, has been selected as a staff member of an Institute in English for Speakers of Other Languages.

The Institute, sponsored by the University of Montana and the U.S. Office of Education, will be between June 19 and July 28 on the UM campus.

Mrs. Brown will assist in demonstration classes in Arlee. About 36 teachers and administrators are expected to attend the Institute and demonstration classes, according to Dr. Carling I. Malouf, UM anthropology professor and director of the institute.

"The institute emphasizes improvement of English for Montana Indians," Dr. Malouf said, "but persons with this sort of training are in demand all over the world."

Mrs. Brown was trained in language teaching techniques at the University of New Mexico. She taught there for two years before coming to Montana.

"Her special training and experience in teaching Indian children made her a valuable addition to our staff," Dr. Malouf said.